
Demonstration Title: Patient-Centered Care for Chronic Disease

Short Description: George Bench, 71, is a retired postal worker. In his late 60s, George was diagnosed with Type 2 Diabetes. Over 
the last year, his condition has deteriorated, due in part to forgetting to take his medication and not understanding the severity of his 
condition. This has also resulted in limited mobility. To help him better manage his chronic condition and improve his mobility, his PCP 
referred him to home health. In January, George and his wife changed their MEDICARE Advantage health plan. While their previous 
PCP no longer accepts their insurance, their new PCP is already up to speed on his care via his connected records. Watch as his 
providers leverage event notifications, use the CommonWell smart record locator service and access his health plan history to better 
coordinate care and help George live his best life.

Value: Inform better care decisions, reduce referral delays, decrease total cost of patient care, increase provider satisfaction, improve 
the patient experience, empower the individual.

Participating Organizations: Brightree, CAQH, Cerner, MatrixCare

Scenario Vendor Products Standards
Story (History): George Bench lived an active lifestyle prior to his retirement in
2016 from the postal service. Once retired, George became increasingly less
active, particularly when they moved to Chandler, AZ, where he did not deal well
with the heat. As a result of his decreased activity, over the course of a few years,
George was diagnosed first with Hypertension and Hyperlipidemia (October
2016), followed up two years later (November 2018) with a diagnosis of Type 2
Diabetes.

George’s PCP and staff have worked diligently with George to help him
understand the need to manage his chronic conditions, but unfortunately, George
struggled to remember to take his medication. Additionally, when the COVID-19
pandemic hit in March 2020, George’s mobility became even more limited due to
quarantine and his condition deteriorated quickly.

Today, we catch up to George in December 2020, after his PCP has referred him
to Home Health to help him take better control of his chronic conditions, including
improved medication and disease management and increased mobility.
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Story:  George, now unable to travel to the PCP due to his deteriorating
condition, starts his home health nursing and physical therapy in early December.
Fortunately, George’s previous PCP in Winona, MN is connected to the
CommonWell network, so the Home Health nurse can see those previous visits,
including diagnosis, medications, and labs.

After three weeks of care and rehab by his home health team, the Home Health
nurse feels that they need to continue therapy through the New Year.

Technical: Upon registering George in the MatrixCare EHR, his demographics
are matched using the auto linking service to past care locations. Using
document query and document retrieve, the MatrixCare Home Health and
Hospice EHR automatically accesses data from George’s PCP visit. The
Summary view in the enrollment application will display all of George’s existing
links where he has previously been seen. Within the patient’s chart, the home
health nurse can preview the clinical documents files and/or save a select
number of records. Once it is saved to the chart, the home health nurse can
consume portions of the data directly into the MatrixCare record as she sees fit.
MatrixCare contributes visit notes and patient information to CommonWell.

MatrixCare MatrixCare Home
Health and
Hospice

FHIR,
HL7-C-CDA,
Direct

Story: In tandem with all of his health issues, George and his wife also are in the
process of changing their MEDICARE Advantage health plan. Unfortunately, their
PCP does not accept their new plan, so George has chosen a new PCP and is
concerned his Home Health referral will not be accessible to his new PCP.
Thankfully, using OneRecord, George can request information from his old plan
to provide to his new plan and to his PCP. With the app, he is able to show his
new plan, his new PCP and his Home Health nurse that a face-to-face visit
occurred and that the old plan had approved home health.

Technical: George logs into his OneRecord app, requests OneRecord pull his
data from the old health plan to present in the app. The records show his
demographic information as well as information about the face-to-face visit.

CAQH OneRecord IHE ITI ebXML
XCA/XCPD

HL7 CDA C-CDA
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Additionally, in the background, CAQH will show the Payer Endpoint Directory
where OneRecord discovered the health plan’s API where it was able to pull
George’s record from the old health plan.
Story: As George was able to share his referral via the OneRecod app, his Home
Health nurse is able to continue to provide care while George waits for his new
PCP appointment in mid January.

CAQH

Story: George arrives at his new PCP office for a new patient visit. The doctor
can see all of his past encounters, including his past diagnoses and current
Home Health reports. The home health records are queried and retrieved from
CommonWell.

Although George and his wife are reporting that he's taking his medications on
time, the results of his recent physical exam and lab tests show that his numbers
have only marginally improved. The PCP increases the dosage on some of his
medication and adds a new medication for diabetes in addition to his
Glucophage.

The PCP consults with George’s Home Health nurse, who recommends a new
Blood Glucose Machine. The PCP prescribes the new medical device and
advises that he should schedule an appointment in one month to continue to
monitor progress. A referral is sent to Brightree sent via direct secure message.

At registration, admission, and discharge an event notification is sent via
CommonWell to MatrixCare and other network members.

Technical: The local patient record at the new PCP office is auto linked to
George’s CommonWell ID, allowing him to query and retrieve clinical data from
George’s other physicians. He selects the specific clinical documents files he is
interested in reviewing, saving the data he needs into the patient’s chart.

Cerner Cerner
PowerChart
Ambulatory

FHIR, ebXML,
C-CDA, HL7,
ADT, Direct
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Story: The new prescription for the Blood Glucose Machine is received by the
home medical equipment (HME) via direct secure message which shares
George’s delivery address, insurance, contact information. The HME is able to
schedule delivery of the blood glucose machine. George continues his home
health nursing and physical therapy with his new devices. After three weeks of
care and rehab by his home health team, George is discharged with a reminder
of his PCP follow-up appointment the following week.

Technical: The Direct Secure Message and attached CCD document route to the
HME and provide George’s demographic, insurance, and clinical data so that the
HME can create a patient record for George and dispense the medical supplies.

Brightree Brightree HME Direct Secure
Messaging

Thanks to these interoperable services, systems and networks, George’s
providers were able to coordinate his care across different providers, insurance
plans, care settings and health IT systems, including records from a health
system whose EHR provider is not a CommonWell Service Adopter.

George was also able to help manage his own care and be a more empowered
patient thanks to his personal health record connected to the CommonWell
network. All of which resulted in positive health outcomes for George.

CommonWell
Health Alliance
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HIMSS21 Interoperability Showcase Use Case

Data exchange standards:

Vendor Product Category Protocol Interop
Body

Interop
Profile

Interop
Actor

Interop
Message

Send or
Receive

Transaction
Description

CAQH

OneRecord OneRecord PHR FHIR HL7 CommonWell
Health

Alliance
REST API

N/A N/A Send Patient enrollment

ebXML IHE ITI XCA Document
consumer

ITI-38ITI-3
9

Query &
Retrieve

Find Documents &
Retrieve Documents

ebXML IHE ITI XCA Document
Source

ITI-38ITI-3
9

Send Respond to find
documents & retrieve
documents

CDA Hl7 CCDA N/A N/A Create and
Consume

Content Creator Content
Consumer

Cerner PowerChart
Ambulatory

EHR FHIR HL7 CommonWell
Health

Alliance
REST API

N/A N/A Send Person Enrollment
Patient Link

XCA IHE ITI CommonWell
Health

Alliance
Broker

Initiating
Gateway

ITI-38
ITI-39

Retrieve Cross-Gateway Query
Cross-Gateway Retrieve

XCA IHE ITI CommonWell
Health

Alliance
Broker

Responding
Gateway

ITI-38
ITI-39

Respond Cross-Gateway Query
Cross-Gateway Retrieve
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CDA HL7 CCDA N/A N/A Create and
Consume

Content Creator
Content Consumer

Unstructured
Documents

ADT HL7 ADT N/A N/A Send Patient Provider
Notifications

FHIR HL7 CommonWell
Health

Alliance
REST API

N/A N/A Respond Find Documents
Retrieve Documents

CDA Hl7 CCDA N/A N/A Create and
Consume

Content Creator Content
Consumer

ADT HL7 ADT N/A N/A Send Patient Provider
Notifications

MatrixCare MatrixCare
HHP

Home
Health

SMTP ONC Direct Document
Recipient

N/A Receive

FHIR HL7 CommonWell
Health

Alliance
REST API

N/A N/A Retrieve Find Documents,
Retrieve Documents

XCA IHE CommonWell
Health

Alliance
REST API

N/A N/A Respond Cross-Gateway Query,
Cross-Gateway Retrieve

Brightree HME
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